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90% Feel the overall experience in higher education prepared them well for employment

98% Feel the overall experience in higher education prepared them well for further study

26% Feel the overall experience in higher education prepared them well for being self-employed/ freelance or starting up own business
Top employers:
- salesians_secondary_school
- southampton_university_hospital
- devon_partnership_trust
- nhs
- nhs_care
- hilton_hotel
- girls_day_school_trust
- berkshire_nhs_foundation_trust
- cardiff_university
- innovative_teach
- matthew_clark
- jj_marketing

Top 10 occupations:
- Psychologists: 13.6%
- Teaching assistants: 9.1%
- Care workers and home carers: 9.1%
- Welfare and housing associate professionals: 7.6%
- Sales and retail assistants: 4.5%
- Business and related research professionals: 4.5%
- Marketing associate professionals: 3.6%
- Other administrative occupations n.e.s.: 2.7%
- Nursing auxiliaries and assistants: 2.7%
- Kitchen and catering assistants: 2.7%

49% of those working are in a graduate occupation.

Average starting salary: £17,232